To be

- Write the right form of the verb to be. Write am, is or are.

1.- This bag _______ heavy.
2.- My name _______ Antonio.
3.- I _______ from Spain. Maria _______ from England.
4.- These houses _______ very expensive.
5.- My books _______ on the table.
6.- _______ Maria in the house?
7.- Peter and Paul _______ not English.
8.- The girl in the photo _______ twenty years old.
9.- How old _______ you?
10.- It _______ very cold today.
11.- What _______ your name?
12.- _______ they in the class?
13.- Mercedes cars _______ very expensive.
14.- Where _______ you from?
15.- I _______ an engineer. My sister _______ a nurse.
16.- We _______ Spanish.